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Unit 14: Fiesta! 

Grammar 

1 

1. has been held 

2. is surrounded  

3. was set up 

4. was built 

5. be cultivated 

6. were grown 

7. were employed 

8. is still held  

9. were worn 

10. were hidden 

11. are still worn  

12. is attended  

13. are sold 

14. are also crushed 

15. has now been converted/ is now converted 

2 

1. x 

2. It is believed that the escaped prisoner is still in the area / The escaped prisoner is believed to 

still be in the area 

3. It is expected that unemployment will fall next year. / Unemployment is expected to fall next 

year 

4. It is thought that storms will probably hit the coast on Sunday. 

5. Maria Callas is considered to be the most popular opera singer ever. 

6. It has been confirmed that a man (who has been) missing for 10 years has been found on a 

desert island. / A man missing for 10 years is confirmed to have been found on a desert island. 
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Vocabulary 

1  

1. dress up, wear 

2. celebrate, commemorate 

3. march, gather round 

4. hold, let off 

5. perform, play 

2 

1. motorist, tourist, economist, refugee 

2. researcher, collector, survivor, investigator 

3. consultant, conductor, assistant, contestant 

4. salesman/woman, manager 

5. specialist, novelist, comedian, pharmacist 

6. waiter, sailor, farmer, miner 

 

Listening part 4 

1. B (M: Apart from them putting the poems online, what really amazed me was they were also 

reading poems to each other at meetings they organised.) 

2. C (M: I wondered if there was a greater movement of teens writing poetry, hungry for an 

audience.) 

3. B (M: but wasn’t expecting so much interest from people in the local area.) 

4. B (M: That’s when I knew that we were really onto something big, knowing that so many young 

poets were willing to come all that way to read their poems in a café) 

5. C (M: What would be really useful, though, is to extend the duration of the festival- we’re 

starting to struggle to fit everyone into the schedule) 

6. A (M: The tenth edition came out yesterday, and you can order it online) 

7. B (M: You have to be between 15 and 25 years old to enter, so they can’t take part as they’re 

beyond the age limit) 

 

Reading and use of English part 6 

1. B 

2. E 

3. G 

4. D 

5. A 

6. C 
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Reading and use of English part 3  

1. Competition 

2. Innovative 

3. Fashionable 

4. Responsibility 

5. Artistic 

6. Annually 

7. Achievements 

8. Exchange 

 

Writing part 1 (essay) 

1. D 

2. B 

3. A 

4. C 

 

Please, ask your teacher if you have 

made a mistake and would like it 

explained. 

 


